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TrendSpotters: Guy Wallace 
 

By Carol Haig, CPT, and Roger Addison, CPT, EdD 
 
 
This month we had the pleasure of talking with Guy W. Wallace, CPT. Guy 
(www.eppic.biz.com) is the president of EPPIC, a consulting firm that works on 
the human side of enterprise process performance improvement to help clients 
leverage their master performers to achieve peak performance for significant ROI 
and value added. Guy has served many Fortune 500 firms as a performance 
improvement consultant since 1982, and is a past-president of ISPI. 
 
To continue with TrendSpotters’ recent focus on process improvement in 
organizations, Guy observes that many of his client organizations are engaged, 
or soon will be, in a seismic shift from addressing one dimensional performance 
improvement opportunities at the individual level to developing integrated 
initiatives that systemically address aspects of cross functional performance at 
the process level.  
 
Top Three Predictions  
With this major change in mind, Guy shares his predictions for the next two to 
three years: 
 
First, organizations will increasingly transition from an individual focus to a 
process focus as businesses globally experience productivity efficiencies 
gained from the systems approach. 
 
Second, many organizations will either begin to collaborate with, or actually 
merge with other organizations that promote/practice LEAN and Six Sigma 
methodologies because of the results they make possible. LEAN methods 
primarily streamline processes while Six Sigma reduces variation of both 
products and processes.  
 
Third, ROI emphasis will shift from individual interventions to integrated 
solutions for a more realistic measure of efforts and results. 
 
Why These Predictions 
Both LEAN and Six Sigma are data-oriented methodologies that a growing 
number of organizational leaders have come to value for the quantitative 
descriptions they provide of both how and how well processes are performing. 
Many organizations have adopted both methodologies to streamline existing 
critical processes to enable them to achieve statistical control. 
 
As LEAN and Six Sigma implementation efforts progress, performance 
improvement functions will be challenged to better integrate their processes for 
delivering their products and services with the adapted LEAN and Six Sigma 
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efforts of their organizations, to leverage common planning, analysis and macro-
design efforts. 
  
With all the valuable data, insight, and direction Six Sigma and LEAN can 
provide, neither methodology, in Guy’s view, adequately addresses the human 
variable within process improvement, as does HPT. This presents an important 
opportunity for performance improvement professionals to add value by 
partnering with the folks from Six Sigma and LEAN to ensure that the people 
component is addressed in improvement initiatives so that they will be 
successful.  
 
How Organizations Will Be Different 
With leaderships’ heightened awareness of the importance of a process 
orientation in managing and improving their organizations’ performance, it is 
likely that they will select Six Sigma and/or LEAN as a key component of the 
improvement methodologies they adopt.  
 
This growing focus on LEAN and Six Sigma will increase the number of functions 
and people engaged in performance improvement. Currently, there is frequently 
a lack of collaboration in the planning and pursuit of performance improvement 
objectives. To optimally serve both their internal and external stakeholders and 
achieve economies of scale, these people will have to increase their up front 
collaborative efforts.  
 
The savvy HPTer will anticipate opportunities like these and will seek out 
opportunities for participation in Six Sigma and/or LEAN project pilots and begin 
to learn their specific terminologies. They will read related books and articles and 
otherwise become familiar with the specifics of the chosen methodologies.  
 
Regardless of the specifics of the approach selected, it will probably become the 
HPTers’ responsibility to learn the new tools and techniques and adapt their work 
to the new approach, versus the other way around. For example, future projects 
may be framed with a DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) model 
rather than the familiar ISD-oriented ADDIE (Analysis-Design-Development-
Implementation-Evaluation) model. Both are intended to get things done in an 
orderly, systematic fashion, and both work.  
 
As HPTers partner with their LEAN or Six Sigma teams, there will be ample 
opportunity to position and sell the value-added of HPT’s human performance 
emphasis. Commonalities such as taking a systems view, use of data and 
measured results, and identifying duplications and overlaps in processes will 
enable practitioners from the various improvement disciplines to find enough 
common ground, despite the uncommon languages, to work together for 
success. 
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If taking an integrated approach is the path to an integrated solution, 
performance improvement practitioners should be able to partner successfully 
with Six Sigma or LEAN practitioners to combine their methods, models, tools, 
and techniques for optimum performance improvement and organizational 
growth. 
 
Implications for Guy’s Work at EPPIC 
As an external consultant, Guy is constantly challenged to learn about his clients’ 
improvement efforts related to LEAN and Six Sigma. Many have been actively 
implementing Six Sigma and/or LEAN for some time and Guy has worked to 
adapt EPPIC’s HPT and ISD methods to more easily integrate with these other 
methods.  
 
For example, Six Sigma includes analysis methods and tools that are used 
during performance improvement projects. Rather than duplicating efforts, EPPIC 
methods adapt to how the project will be conducted using Six Sigma. Guy then 
uses the Six Sigma data and plans for ways to obtain the “other data” needed for 
his HPT/ISD efforts, without devaluing or dismissing the data from Six Sigma.  
 
Regardless of his client’s chosen methodology, Guy is continually required to 
demonstrate the flexibility, adaptability, and the added value of EPPIC’s methods 
for addressing the human component in process design and improvement. 
  
Advice to New HPTers 
Guy points out that it is not possible for any one of us to specialize in and master 
all of the disciplines under the HPT umbrella. However, the well-rounded 
practitioner should be able to converse intelligently with specialists from many 
different areas and establish partnerships to further the success of projects and 
initiatives in their organizations. 
 
One of ISPI’s goals is to provide a vehicle for specialists in a given area to come 
together to accomplish their goals and to learn about related HPT disciplines so 
that we can keep pace with changing professional needs. Five of the seven new 
Professional Communities (PROCOMMs), were established to meet the needs of 
practitioners from these specialty areas, and the other two to overlap them all 
from both a research perspective and an integrated applications perspective.  
 
Guy encourages all ISPI members to investigate the ProComms and participate 
in those appropriate to furthering your own professional development. 
 
       
Contact Carol Haig at carolhaig@earthlink.net or at 
http://home.mindspring.com/~carolhaig 
Contact Roger Addison at rogeraddison@earthlink.net  
 


